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Abstract. Personal data has been described as the “the new oil of the Internet.”
The global data monetization market is projected to increase to USD 6.1bn by
2025, and the success of giants like Facebook or Google speaks for itself. Almost
all companies create, store, share and/or use personal data i.e. information from or
about individuals. While the current assumption is that data subjects voluntarily
share their data in exchange for a “free” service, the awareness of the value of per-
sonal data and data sovereignty is growing amongst consumers, businesses, and
regulators alike. However, there is currently no consensus on which factors influ-
ence the value of personal data and how personal data should be priced regarding
self-determination and data sovereignty. With this narrative review, we answer the
following research question:Which factors influence the pricing of personal data?
We show that research on the subject is diverse and that there is no consensus on
the optimal pricing mechanism. We identify individual privacy and risk prefer-
ences, informational self-determination, sensitivity of data and data volume and
inferability as most prevalent influence factors. We underline the need to establish
ways for data owners to exercise data sovereignty and informed consent about
data usage.

Keywords: Pricing personal data · Value of personal data · Data products · Data
markets · Data monetization

1 Introduction

Personal data has been described as the “the new oil of the Internet and the new currency
for the digital world” [1] and is created, stored, shared, and used by almost all companies.
Market studies expect the overall global data monetization market to increase fromUSD
2.3bn in 2020 to USD 6.1bn in 2025 [2]. A sharp increase of data creation and low
cost of storage are main drivers. Companies such as Facebook and Google have created
massive data environments and developed their business models around the voluntary
sharing of personal data by individuals in exchange for using their services [3, 4].

The OECD defines personal data as “any information relating to an identified or
identifiable individual (data subject)” [5]. It shows traits of a public good rather than a
commercial good as it is difficult to exclude other parties from using it in an effective
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way and usage by one party does not prevent other parties from using it as well [3,
5, 6]. Data owners on the other hand have a need for privacy [7]. With the collection
of personal data happening continuously and through a multitude of interconnected
devices and modalities, there is an abundance of data and it is challenging to introduce
effective control mechanisms on who transfers and uses the data [3]. Additionally, at
least in Europe, privacy and the right for information to remain private is of high value
and are protected by complex laws and regulations such as the General Data Protection
Regulation [8] or new regulations aiming to increase data sovereignty [9, 10]. The current
business assumption is that users are willing to share their data in exchange for the (free)
service they receive. However, studies such as Schwartz [11], have shown that users are
often not fully aware that they are paying for the service with their data and that their data
may be collected and sold to data brokers who in turn sell data bundles to different data
users along a data value chain. Other studies such as Sindermann et al. [12] investigate
whether this influences customerswillingness to pay for SocialMedia and show that only
a minority supports a monetary payment model. As consumers learn more about how
their data is used, this duality will eventually have consequences for companies’ business
models [3, 12]. Thus, it will be necessary for companies to attach a monetary value to the
personal data shared with them and allow data producers/owners to actively consent to
the use of their personal data in return for monetary or non-monetary compensation and
develop a data market [6]. This can be facilitated through a data broker who transfers
data from data owner to data user and monetary or non-monetary compensation from
data user to data owner. The price of data depends highly on a diverse range of factors,
some inherent in the data and some based on data context and the data subject. Combined
with the need to account for the value attributed to privacy by data subjects, this adds
an extra layer of complexity to pricing models as the value of the privacy of the data
owner may exceed the value companies are willing to pay. The question of how to price
personal data remains open despite multiple calls for research concerning this topic [6,
13]. Literature reviews in this area focus on pricing models [14, 15] or on the value
of privacy [7] and have been published some 5 years ago. A more current review was
undertaken by Wdowin and Deepeeven [16] as part of a research project and describes
some factors related to the value of data. However, there is no detailed description of the
search process and which criteria were chosen to define papers included in the review.
There is currently no consensus in the literature on which factors influence the value
of personal data. Given the omnipresence of personal data across divergent research
fields and the regulatory efforts focusing on data sovereignty, a narrative synthesis of
current findings is needed to provide a sound basis for research, model development and
decision makers to answer the research question: Which factors influence the pricing of
personal data?

We contribute to the discussion on pricing personal data in the following respects:
(1) we identify relevant influence factors for pricing personal data and (2) provide a
structure and categories for further qualitative and quantitative analysis of the subject.
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2 Research Approach and Sample

2.1 Research Approach

We perform a narrative review [17] to conceptually integrate different fields of research
on influence factors of the price of personal data. We use the following keywords: pric-
ing of data, data markets, value of data, data valuation, data monetization, economics of
personal data, pricing personal data and worth of privacy. We search EBSCO Business
Source Complete as well as eLib, a specific directory which encompasses Web of Sci-
ence, Scopus, Tema, Springer Link, Science Direct and other open access directories.
We search for the keywords in TITLE/ABSTRACT of publications between 2001 and
2021.We find 1,535 papers in total.We screen the title and abstract based on (a) the topic
of pricing privacy, pricing personal data or personal data markets and (b) peer review.
We exclude papers that are out of scope, e.g. focusing on company data, pricing goods or
services using personal data or using personal data for price discrimination. We exclude
journal editorials or short summaries of conference papers. Overall, we exclude 1383
papers. We initially include 152 papers in our sample. We perform forward/backward
referencing and include 8 additional in-scope papers respectively grey literature. Fol-
lowing the PRISMA [18] recommendations, we then perform a full text screening and
exclude an additional 107 papers (1 duplicate, 106 papers out of scope based on the above
mentioned criteria) from our final sample. Our overall sample consists of 54 papers. We
extract relevant influence factors using an inductive content analysis [19] to identify the
major themes in the literature. Two researchers perform the initial open coding indepen-
dently and then perform multiple rounds of clustering and categorization to determine
the main influence factors on the price of personal data. We derive a description for each
factor and analyze the frequency of occurrence within our sample. We count each factor
once per paper to determine the frequency.

2.2 Sample Description

The papers in the sample are published between 2005 and 2021 (see Fig. 1). The topic
has becomemore frequently analyzed in the literature since 2014, highlighting its impor-
tance for current political and public discussion. There is a large spread of publications
amongst different scientific outlets. About 60% of the analyzed papers were published
in different scientific journals, while 30% were published in conference proceedings
and the remaining 9% were published as grey literature reports. The topic of pricing
personal data lies at an interface between business, economics, and information technol-
ogy research. This is reflected in the publication outlets. The journals differed widely
within the sample, with Electronic Markets being the most used outlet (3 publications),
followed by Computer Law & Security Review (2 publications) and the IEEE Internet
of Things Journal (2 publications). The remaining journals published one paper on the
subject.
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Fig. 1. Papers according to their year of publication

3 Results

3.1 General Results

Overall, the analyzed papers portrait a diverse stream of research. We classified them
into eight categories: case study; commentary; data market model; data market model,
technical1; data pricing model; experiment; literature review and report. The results are
provided in Fig. 2. The appendix provides an overview of the core topics covered.

Fig. 2. Papers according to their content

The two most prevalent categories are theoretical data market models (14 papers +
5 papers on algorithm-based data markets) and experiments (14 papers). Data market

1 The category “Data Market Model, Technical” refers to papers focusing on algorithms and
technical solutions for data markets.
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models focus on the development of different theoretical scenarios for establishing a
personal data market. Most of the papers are theoretical in nature and deal with specific
game-theoretical [20, 21] or auction-based [22] approaches for market creation. Some
underline their findings with simulations based on real life data sets [23, 24]. Algorithm-
based models show different ways to technologically facilitate data market settings and
highlight the difficulties incorporating real-life influence factors such as anonymization
and noise as well as profit-maximization calculations into an algorithm [25–27]. The
experiments focus mainly on (a) eliciting willingness to pay for e.g. keeping personal
data such as social media data [3, 28, 29] or preferences private [30] and (b) willingness
to accept money for e.g. social media data [31] or location data [32, 33] from the
participants2. A notable finding is a gap betweenWPT andWTA-values with the average
WTA-value being significantly higher than the WTP to protects ones privacy [35–37].
We further find several papers on what we call data pricing models, which focus on
different pricing methods and ways to elicit prices for personal data. Literature reviews
in this area focus on pricing models [14, 15] or on the value of privacy [7] and have been
published some 5 years ago. A more current review was undertaken by Wdowin and
Deepeeven [16] as part of a research project and describes some factors related to the
value of data. However, there is no detailed description of the search process and which
criteria were chosen to define papers included in the review. The few case studies found
in our research focus on the complexity of choice and value estimation for personal data.

3.2 Influence Factors on Pricing Personal Data

Wefind amultitude of influence factors on the price of personal data.We categorize them
into four overarching categories: (1) data properties, (2) data context, (3) perceptions
of data owner and (4) perceptions of data user. A detailed overview of the subsumed
influence factors, their description and frequency of occurrence across the sample can
be found in the respective Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4. “Data properties” refer to the inherent
properties of a personal data dataset. This category represents general properties of data
that are not limited to personal data, but apply to all types of data. We included this
category as it lists important factors for pricing data. Within this category, sensitivity of
data was found most frequently in the literature, followed by the data content, volume
and coverage of data, quality data and level of data aggregation. The remaining factors
were mentioned less frequently.

“Data context” refers to the environment and background of the personal data dataset.
Within this category, data volume and inferability were foundmost often in the literature,
often referring to arbitrage situations. Further, cost and length of data storage and cost
of data gathering were discussed in the literature, while the remaining factors occurred
less often.

The category “perceptions of data owner” focuses on the preferences and views of
the data owner and the related willingness to consider selling personal data in general.
Individual privacy and risk preferences and informational self-determination were found

2 Willingness to pay (WTP) refers to the maximum amount of money an individual would be
willing to pay to secure a specific change, while willingness to accept (WTA) refers to the
minimum amount a person would be willing to accept to forego said change [34].
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Table 1. Influence factors within the category “Data properties” and frequency of occurrence

Influence factor Description Frequency

Sensitivity of data Refers to the level of identifiableness/anonymity
and confidentiality and the associated loss of
privacy in case of a data breach

18

Data content Refers to the subject matter of the data 17

Level of data aggregation Refers to the level of noise being added to a data
set

12

Temporal coverage of data Refers to the age and topicality of data 10

Volume and coverage of data Refers to the amount and content of a specific
dataset in terms of spatial coverage, granularity
and generality of data

9

Uniqueness of data Refers to the level of rarity/exclusivity of the data
set

5

Data format Refers to the data format and the linked
interoperability, structure and resulting
linkability of the data set with existing data

5

Intangibility of data Refers to the inherent property that data is not a
tangible asset

5

Completeness of data Refers to the proportion of reality represented by
the data (e.g. missing data points, biases in data
collection)

4

Origin of data Refers to the way the data was initially created 2

Filtering Refers to the potential and level of filtering that is
possible

1

Table 2. Influence factors within the category “Data context” and frequency of occurrence

Influence factor Description Frequency

Data volume and inferability Refers to the amount of data available in
general

17

Cost and length of data storage Refers to the resources (e.g. hardware,
financial, security and risk, time) used for
data storage

12

Cost of data gathering Refers to the resources (e.g. human,
financial, time) used for data gathering

10

(continued)
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Table 2. (continued)

Influence factor Description Frequency

Data gathering Refers to the method (volunteered,
surrendered, observed, inferred) and level of
precision of data gathering

9

Level in the data value chain Refers to the (commercial) potential and
need for data refinement or aggregation for
a specific purpose

9

Initial data owner Refers to the profile and classification of the
initial owner of the data

8

Frequency and type of usage Refers to the delivery cadence of data and
its usage

8

Data gatherer Refers to the institution, person or device
responsible for gathering data

5

Level of ownership Refers to the accessibility and usage
restrictions associated with the data

5

Culture Refers to the societal context of data and the
related cultural norms on e.g. sharing

5

Socio-economic impact Refers to the social and economic
consequences of data usage

4

Time of data access Refers to the time and length of data access 1

Credibility Refers to the level of verification of
“correctness” of data

1

most frequently in the literature and are the most frequent influence factors mentioned
overall.

Table 3. Influence factors within the category “Perceptions of data owner” and frequency of
occurrence

Influence factor Description Frequency

Individual privacy and risk preferences Refers to the individual’s rationales and
preferences on privacy (loss) and
associated risk taking

26

Informational self-determination Refers to the awareness of the value and
ownership of data and the ability to act
accordingly

26

Trust in data market Refers to the perceived transparency,
fairness, quality and morality of a
specific data market by the data owner

12

(continued)
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Table 3. (continued)

Influence factor Description Frequency

Trust in data user Refers to the perceived level of
transparency, fairness and morality of
the data user and the post-sale use of the
data

9

Service level offered to data owner Refers to the perceived service level of
the data market place offered to the
owner of the data

8

The category “perceptions of data user” focuses on the preferences and views of the
data user. Within this category, the trust in the data market and the individual utility of
the purchased data for the data user were most frequently mentioned.

Table 4. Influence factors within the category “Perceptions of data user” and frequency of
occurrence

Influence factor Description Frequency

Trust in data market Refers to the perceived transparency,
fairness, quality and morality of a specific
data market by the data user

12

Individual utility of purchased data Refers to the perceived expected utility of
the purchased data for the data user

10

Service level offered to data user Refers to the perceived service level of the
data market place offered to the user

8

Overall, individual preferences on risk and privacy, informational self-determination,
sensitivity of data and data volume and inferability were identified as themostmentioned
influence factors in the literature.

4 Synthesis of Findings

Ourmain finding is that while there already is a body of literature concerned with pricing
personal data, the research base is heterogenous. Research is spread out amongst fields
of science, journals, and research streams. It seems that there is not yet a consensus on
key questions and a lack of overarching frameworks on the subject. This diverse research
base, however, highlights the importance of the topic.

We have identified two main research aspects: (1) theoretical and what we call
technical data market models and (2) experiments to elicit willingness to accept
money/willingness to pay for privacy in exchange for data. Market models are focused
on theoretical aspects of pricing personal data and are utilizing game theoretical and
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profit maximization for developing narrow scope data market models. Technical data
market models provide algorithms for different pricingmechanisms such as query-based
pricing. While most papers try to validate their models with real life data sets, no paper
provides insights froma real-life application of theirmodel,which leads us to assume that
data access is limited and that companies already operating data markets are unwilling
to disclose their models as they are presumably core to their respective business mod-
els. Experiments focus on very narrow experimental settings, often with students as their
subjects and are mainly focused on social media data (likes, shares, and general personal
information) and a few using location data. To our knowledge, there are no experiments
focusing on pricing more sensitive personal data such as electronic health records and
very few studies with demographically diverse participants. Particularly when consid-
ering more sensitive personal data it would be interesting to gather information from a
broad demographic including diverse age groups, educational backgrounds and levels
of digital aptitude, as experiments show (1) irrationality concerning ones data (e.g. [35])
and (2) for parts of the participants a plain refusal to partake in data pricing (e.g. [38]).
Additionally, there are some studies on data pricing models and very few case studies
and literature reviews on the subject. While each of the streams has created a significant
insight into the topic, it would be most useful to combine them to merge the aspects of
(irrational) decision making of data subjects with more economical and algorithm-based
thinking into a more practical data market model/algorithm, as has been attempted by
e.g. Biswas et al. [39].

Looking at the factors that influence the price of personal data, we develop four
categories of influence factors: (1) data properties, (2) data context, (3) perceptions
of data owner and (4) perceptions of data user. All categories include several factors
which we also rank by occurrence in the papers of the literature review. The most
prevalent factors are individual privacy and risk preferences and informational self-
determination. This is not surprising, as those factors are what differentiates personal
data from e.g. company data and should thus have a strong impact on the price of
personal data. Factors relating to trust, while still important, occur much less frequently,
despite seemingly being a factor in increasing market participation by data owners.
Market models thus may exclude an important factor in their setups if they exclude
trust-creating mechanisms, Sensitivity, data content, and data volume and inferability
are further factors that frequently appear in the literature. Those factors are rather generic
and certainly applicable not only to the price of personal, but also data in general. Pricing
also seems to be dependent on cost and length of data storage and cost of data gathering,
which is not surprising since the utility derived from the data needs to outweigh the cost
and since most data consumers operate within a restricted budget. Other factors such
as culture, ownership level or origin of data appear infrequently and seem to be of less
importance. Relating to culture, this is interesting since there are significant differences
in how cultures approach the topic of privacy [40]. The most frequently used pricing
method is market pricing. Other pricing concepts, such as option, per query or auction
models appear much less frequently. This may be due to their perceived complexity in
setup and operation.
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5 Conclusion and Limitations

We conduct a narrative literature review and show a diverse array of research streams
and questions that are related to the topic of pricing personal data and emphasize its
importance. Due to the broad frame an aggregation of the results can only be done in a
limited way. We believe that the resulting influence factors of our work are a valuable
contribution to the scientific discussion and model development in future research. Our
qualitative analysis of influence factors based on the underlying literature shows that the
influence factors of the price of personal data can be classified into four categories. We
provide a first description and ranking of the factors based on our literature review. These
factors are only a starting point to researching the influence factors for pricing personal
data and need further verification through empirical analyses such as a quantitative study
or structured equation modelling. We aim to validate these factors empirically in future
projects and to develop an operational model to quantify a price for personal data.

Acknowledgements. This research was partially funded by the German Federal Ministry of
Education and Research (BMBF) within the scope of the research project DaWID (Platform for
value determination and self-determined data release; funding reference number: 16SV8383).

Appendix - Overview of Included Papers

# Paper Classification Key issue explored

13 Feijóo et al. [4] Case Study Case study on estimation of
personal data

18 Hacker & Petkova [41] Case Study Case study on active choice of
using data as currency

20 Holt et al. [42] Case Study Case study on value of data in
stolen data markets

21 Jentzsch [43] Commentary Commentary on the difficulties
of valuing personal data

37 Perera et al. [44] Commentary Commentary on the challenges
of privacy protection in IoT

39 Raskar et al. [45] Commentary Commentary on challenges of
data pricing and data markets

44 Sidgman & Crompton [6] Commentary Theoretical commentary on
current challenges and research
opportunities

4 Bataineh et al. [23] Data Market Model Two-sided data market model
with experimental comparison
based on real life data set

8 Choi et al. [46] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
with consumer consent for data
collection

(continued)
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(continued)

# Paper Classification Key issue explored

12 Dimakopoulos & Sudaric
[47]

Data Market Model Theoretical data market with
platform competition

16 Gkatzelis et al. [48] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
for unbiased data samples

22 Jiao et al. [22] Data Market Model Data market model with
Bayesian profit maximization
auction

23 Lei Xu et al. [24] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
with privacy and learning
policies in a multi-armed
bandit model

24 Li & Raghunathan [49] Data Market Model Data market model when
purpose of data use is unclear

34 Niyato et al. [20] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
for optimal big data pricing
with simulation

36 Oh et al. [50] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
between broker and service
provider under profit
maximization and respect for
privacy protection and
valuation

38 Radhakrishnan & Das [51] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
for smart grid data

45 Spiekermann et al. [52] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
focusing on challenges of
personal data markets

46 Spiekermann & Novotny
[53]

Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
focusing on operating
principles

49 Tian et al. [54] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
based on optimal
contract-based mechanisms

50 Wang et al. [21] Data Market Model Theoretical data market model
with data owners exhibiting
informed consent in a Nash
equilibrium with a non-trusted
data collector

3 Balazinska et al. [55] Data Market Model,
Technical

Technical data market model
with query-based pricing

(continued)
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(continued)

# Paper Classification Key issue explored

11 De Capitani Di Vimercati
et al. [27]

Data Market Model,
Technical

Technical data market model
focusing on including privacy
issues in a cloud setting

25 Li et al. [56] Data Market Model,
Technical

Technical data market model
with query-based pricing

30 Nget et al.[25] Data Market Model,
Technical

Technical market model and
simulation of query-based
pricing mechanism

53 Yang & Xing [26] Data Market Model,
Technical

Algorithm for personal data
pricing with multi-level privacy
division

7 Biswas et al. [39] Data Pricing Model Theoretical model to induce
data provider to accurately
report privacy price within
differential privacy

29 Mehta et al. [57] Data Pricing Model Theoretical data pricing model
with price-quantity schedule
and approximation scheme for
data seller

32 Niu et al.[58] Data Pricing Model Technical pricing model for
trading aggregate statistics over
private correlated data

33 Niu et al. [59] Data Pricing Model Algorithm for personal data
pricing with reverse price
constraint

42 Shen et al. [60] Data Pricing Model Data pricing model for Big
Personal Data based on tuple
granularity

43 Shen et al. [61] Data Pricing Model Data pricing model based on
data provenance

54 Zhang et al. [62] Data Pricing Model Data pricing with privacy
concern introducing privacy
cost concept

1 Acquisti et al. [35] Experiment Experiment on WTP/WTA
money for private data and
privacy

5 Bauer et al. [29] Experiment Survey-based experiment on
value of Facebook user
information from user
perspective

(continued)
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(continued)

# Paper Classification Key issue explored

6 Benndorf & Normann [31] Experiment Experiment to extraxt WTA
money with take-it-or-leave-it
offers

10 Danezis et al. [33] Experiment Experiment on WTA money for
location tracking

15 Frik & Gaudeul [30] Experiment Method and experimental
validation for elicitating the
implicit value of privacy under
risk

17 Grossklags & Acquisti [37] Experiment Experiment on WTP/WTA
money for private data and
privacy

19 Hann et al. [63] Experiment Conjoint analysis to estimate
individual’s utility of mitigate
privacy concerns

26 Lim et al. [64] Experiment Discrete choice experiment to
estimate value of types of
personal information leakage

27 Mahmoodi et al. [28] Experiment Experiment quantifying WTP
for different levels of privacy
on social media platforms &
analysis of psychological
factors (ongoing)

31 Nielsen [38] Experiment Experiment showing lay
peoples reaction to data
markets is diverse and shows
unwillingness to participate in
data market

41 Schomakers et al. [65] Experiment Mixed-method study on data
sharing and privacy preferences
in data markets

47 Spiekermann & Korunovska
[3]

Experiment Experiment on WTP/WTA
money for private data and
privacy

48 Staiano et al. [32] Experiment Living lab experiment focusing
on pricing and correlated
behaviour patterns

52 Winegar & Sunstein [36] Experiment Survey-based experiment on
the disparity of WTP and WTA
money to give up privacy

2 Acquisti et al. [7] Literature Review Literature review on privacy

(continued)
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(continued)

# Paper Classification Key issue explored

14 Fricker & Maksimov [15] Literature Review Literature review on pricing of
data products

28 Malgieri & Custers [14] Literature Review Literature review on pricing of
personal data

51 Wdowin & Diepeveen[16] Literature Review Literature review on value of
personal data

9 Coyle et al. [66] Report Policy Recommendation for
capturing data value

35 OECD [5] Report Overarching report on pricing
personal data

40 Rose et al. [67] Report Report on value of digital
identity based on EU survey
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